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Abstract
This paper is framed within a project to make multilingual terminologies available in a native graph
representation format. We are exploring the use of the OntoLex-Lemon model, suggesting also some
extensions, for achieving a declarative encoding of relations between multilingual expressions contained
in terminologies. This model is not only used for encoding terms but also for their associated definitions,
contexts and notes. With this effort, we aim at supporting the publication of multilingual terminologies
in the Linked Open Data cloud.
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1. Introduction
In the context of work dealing with the conversion of multilingual terminologies onto an RDF1
model, we came into modelling decisions concerning also additional language data included in
such resources. While the original purpose of the porting exercise is not to change anything
at the level of the content of the considered terminologies, their modelling in a graph-based
representation offers possibilities for their interlinking and merging with other resources, being
in the realm of terminologies or of other types of data, like for example detailed lexicographic
resources. Thus, the focus of our work is the possible improved formal representation of the
language data used in multilingual terminologies. We discuss in this short paper few decisions
points concerning our modelling strategy, also comparing our work with a directly related
former approach.
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2. The Data Basis: Two Terminological Resources
Currently, we consider two terminological resources as the input for our transformation work:
the multilingual terminology of the Deutsche Bahn (German Railways), which is encoded
within the TBX2 standard and can be accessed online3 ; and IATE (Interactive Terminology for
Europe)4 , one of the most representative terminological database in Europe. The consideration
of the latter was motivated by a previous exercise that focused on the conversion of the data
contained in IATE, structured in TBX, into RDF. This effort is a great starting point to compare
our approach.

3. The TBX2RDF Guidelines
The past LIDER project5 was already concerned with mapping TBX to RDF, with the goal of
transforming and publishing terminologies as Linked Data [2]. LIDER developed guidelines
for this task6 in which TBX elements are converted into OWL7 and associated with other RDF
vocabularies, while the basic vocabularies chosen as the backbone of the conversion were SKOS8
and the lemon model [3], a predecessor of the OntoLex-Lemon framework [4] we are using. [5]
describe the TBX2RDF approach9 and [6] presents recent developments related to this initiative,
relying on a virtualization approach that is making use of containerization technologies.
The LIDER TBX2RDF approach is representing the TBX terminological concepts as skos:Concept and the TIG/NTIG elements of TBX as ontolex:LexicalEntry, and most of the other TBX
elements are straightforwardly mapped onto RDF, meaning that they are encoding as URIs for
representing a resource that can be associated with RDF predicates and objects. We note also
that TXB2RDF is not representing the TBX langSet data as such, but instead is creating language
specific lexicons in which all the data included in the original langSet element are encoded.

4. Our Approach
We make use of the most recent version of OntoLex-Lemon,10 which is effectively integrating
the SKOS vocabulary for representing conceptual units and their associated language data. This
was not the case with its former version, lemon, which was used in the LIDER project. We can
now use properties defined in OntoLex-Lemon for directly linking the conceptually oriented
2
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terms to lexical entries, while the LIDER TBX2RDF converter was using a custom property
for this purpose. We introduce a skos:ConceptScheme for encoding the whole conceptual
organisation of the original terminology, and within this scheme we allow for the definition
of specific domain subsets, a feature not supported in TBX.11 OntoLex-Lemon is foreseeing as
a subclass of skos:Concept the class ontolex:LexicalConcept for linking lexical entries to the
conceptual part described in the SKOS vocabulary. We encode all the terms as instances of this
class, and no longer as instances of the class ontolex:LexicalEntry, as it was implemented in
TBX2RDF. Another, and more significant, departure from the LIDER TBX2RDF model is the fact
that we model definitions and contexts as instances of classes, and no longer as literal values.
In doing so, we can describe specific relations between the definitions within one language
or across different languages. In the latter case, we can specify if the definitions given for
terms in two different languages are translations of each other, multilingual equivalents or just
monolingual definitions included in the multilingual terminology. Suggested additions to the
OntoLex-Lemon model are marked with the prefix “termlex”.
Figure 1 shows how an IATE term entry is currently represented following our approach, while
also representing the synonymy of two Spanish terms. Figure 2 displays the relations between
the terms and their definitions, which as instances of a class, can link to further information,
like the provenance or the definitions for the same original term entry in another language. The
English equivalents for the Spanish terms “surco ferroviario” and “franja ferroviaria” (displayed
in Figures 1 and 2) – “train path”, “train slot” –, as well as the English definitions and their
context of use are linked to the Spanish terms and entries via the properties defined in the
Vartrans module of OntoLex-Lemon,12 supporting a declarative description of the different types
of relations that can exist between those different types of language data (terms, definitions and
contexts of use).

5. Conclusions and Future Work
We described ongoing work in porting the multilingual terminology resources onto a Linked
Data compliant representation language. This work led us to the question if it would not be
suitable to extend the modelling of TBX terminologies in RDF already proposed by the LIDER
TBX2RDF converter. One aspect consists in considering definitions, contexts and notes as
full ontological elements that can thus be put explicitly in relation to each other. This way,
definitions in different languages can be declaratively interlinked and marked as translations,
equivalents or as not having any of those relations.
As an outcome of our work, we are currently proposing an extension module for OntoLexLemon,13 that deals with the representation of terminological data that is not covered in the
core module, as the main motivation of the development of OntoLex-Lemon vocabulary was to
represent language data with references to ontologies.
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Figure 1: Representing a IATE term entry in OntoLex-Lemon, showing two Spanish terms used for a
term entry. One term is marked as “preferred” while the other is marked as “deprecated”. Our suggested
extensions (“termlex”) to OntoLex-Lemon are displayed in blue colour.
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señalización o la diferencia de velocidad entre trenes. El
Administrador de Infraestructuras Ferroviarias (Adif) concede a los
operadores el derecho de explotar un tramo de vía en un día, una
hora y un sentido determinado."
dc:source <https://iate.europa.eu/search/result/1626968015909/1>
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Figure 2: Representing the links between terms and their definitions, which are now instances of a
specific class. Our suggested extensions (“termlex”) to OntoLex-Lemon are displayed in blue colour.
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